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Manual code review of bots makes the RPA development lifecycle tedious, time
consuming and erroneous
For a RPA CoE, it is very important to review the bot
code before it moves into production in order to:
Minimize post shipment defects
Ensure standardization in all the bots deployed

But the usual manual code review is a very daunting task. A typical bot code
is very complex consisting of multiple workﬂows and each workﬂow, in turn,
consisting of:
Hundreds of - variables, arguments,
activities and message boxes

Logic for exception handling, custom logging,
queues and credential management

Manual code review of bot has it’s own challenges like:

1. Manual line-by-line code review

Erroneous - Automations developed by business users are highly error-prone and
often does not comply to standards

2. Analyzing each and every property
The traditional
way of reviewing
RPA code includes:

3. Examining the entire list of
variables & arguments
4. Reporting all deviations

Time consuming - Reviewing a code requires validating each element line-by-line
and therefore is very daunting and takes few hours to few days

Late identiﬁcation of missing validations - Missing some of the validations during
code review leads to defects being identiﬁed in UAT and some of them are captured
once the bot is in production

Hot ﬁxes - Post implementation defects and non-compliance to standards lead to root
cause analysis and hot ﬁxes during the stabilization period

Even though code review is a highly critical step, it is crippled with challenges with it’s traditional
approach of being manual. It is recommended to automate this step for enhancing overall eﬃciency.
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Code reviewer bot – most eﬃcient tool to address code review challenges in bot
development
Key capabilities to be built in code reviewer bot

XML file

RPA bot code extracted as a XML ﬁle
RPA code can be opened using
corresponding RPA tool only

Should be a reusable component with functionality accessible across
business units and processes

It is recommended to extract bot code as
XML ﬁle

Should be a standalone bot without dependency
Able to work on bot code of any RPA tool i.e. tool agnostic
Easy to use - Should be usable by RPA developers with minimal experience

Code Reviewer Bot

Should ensure adherence to organization’s bot development standards

Develop business rules to be
validated by bot
Implement ‘code reviewer bot’,
which will validate as per these rules

Ability to run in background

Snapshot of workﬂow extracted as XML

Code reviewer bot should be
capable of validating each
activity/line of the RPA project and
reading any number of workﬂows
Validation report
Comprehensive report with summary of
all the ﬁnding and missing standards.
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An ideal RPA Code reviewer bot should cover all the four major phases
of code review

1 2 3 4

1. Analyze Data

The code reviewer bot should be RPA platform agnostic and
make use of query languages like XPATH, LINQ and regular
expression to analyze the source code.

Analyze the semi-structured XML document to extract the following
information from all the workﬂows present :
Variables, arguments and activity details
Details of logging parameters in workﬂow

Code reviewer bot handles four major phases

Extract the details of other important validation parameters
which is not limited to queues, framework and conﬁguration ﬁles

1 Analyze data (pattern matching and XPATH)
Analyze semi-structured XML document to extract data from
elements and metadata from attributes

•

2 Categorize data (conditional statements and LINQ)

•

Classify extracted information to data items, activities,
annotations and properties

3 Validate data (vb.net code snippets)
Compare classiﬁed data with set of rules and standards

4 Transform data (reporting, Excel and email integration)
Transform the results to reports of easily understandable format
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Lines in Blue - information related to variables,
queues, annotations and display name which will
be further categorized and validated by BOT .
Lines in Red - data related to the namespaces,
screen coordinates and logical statements irrelevant for standards validation. These are
filtered out by code reviewer bot from further
processing.

Code reviewer bot categorizes and validates the data analyzed in the
XML ﬁle
2. Categorize Data
Categorize the details extracted from
analyze phase to group them into:

1 2 3 4

This sample of an XML ﬁle contains 4 categories in which the data can be categorized
– arguments, annotations, logging and exception handling. The data within these
categories are further validated as per the standards speciﬁed by the CoE and the
business rules.

The information to be sent for validation logics

1

Dissect the information needed for both
detailed and summary report

2

3

Classify to group the extracted information to
data items, activities, standards and properties

4

1. Argument name

3. Validate Data

2. Argument direction

Validation includes various parameters:

3. Argument type

Name, type and naming convention of variables
and arguments

4. Annotation

Usage of comments

5

List of all activities, log message and logging levels
Usage of conﬁguration ﬁles

5. Logging message
6. Logging level

7

Validation of hardcoded passwords and parameters

7. Exception handling

Usage of custom log ﬁelds
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Code reviewer bot transforms the validation eﬀorts into detailed reports 1 2 3 4
for actionable insights
Detailed Report
4. Transform Data

The code reviewer bot should
generate 2 detailed reports

A mismatch here indicates:

Either the naming convention for “Test”
is not followed or

Detailed Report
Consists of separate sheets for each
workﬂow/script with a detailed list
of variables, arguments, activities,
delays, hardcoded passwords,
usage of queues, exception
handling and messages logged to
visualization databases along with
their logging levels.

Variable type for “Test” is “String”
whereas it should be something else

Summary Report

1

1 Red means “variable naming

conventions” not followed

Summary Report
An easy to understand summary
report categorizing each
deviation and their severity.

2 This indicates “including mandatory log

2

ﬁelds” is of high importance for this code
3 Since for a high severity item status is red,

this item needs immediate action

3
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Beneﬁts of using bot in code review process
30% - Increase in deviation identiﬁcation eﬃciency
~99% - Time saved in automated code review process as compared to manual one

Ensures 100% compliance to standards
Improved code maintainability
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